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Heinrich Georg Maschinenfabrik strengthens 
digital service  
New organizational structure puts stronger emphasis on service activities, 
providing customers additional opportunities for productivity improvement. 

Kreuztal, Germany, September 2, 2021    Georg has pooled all its service-
related activities, which had so far been spread over three different divisions, 
within the new “Service” business unit. With this step, the German-based 
mechanical engineering specialists and experts in process optimization have 
augmented the role of services within their product portfolio. At Georg, 
service is now equally matched with the machines and systems the company 
designs and supplies to customers worldwide. A powerful service team and the 
use of latest digital tools will enable Georg to provide its customers with an 
enhanced and more efficient range of services. 

During the last few years, Georg has almost completely digitalized its service 
activities in the Transformer Plants division by making effective use of its “Georg 
connectedservice” platform and other online communication channels. The 
company has now taken the next logical step in this direction: all the customer 
service staff from the three divisions - Finishing Lines, Machine Tools and 
Transformer Lines – have been pooled into the newly formed “Service” business 
unit.  

This team, enhanced by additional specialist personnel, uses a common set of 
digital tools for all three divisions. The resulting synergies achieve a significant 
reduction in response times to customer requests and will further enhance the 
availability and profitability of the customers’ machines and plants over their 
entire lifecycle.  

Axel Sturm, Head of the new Service business unit, expects major benefits for his 
customers: “In our newly set-up team, service staff from our three product areas 
work together under one roof. For our customers, this provides the advantage 
that we can react to their service requests much faster and more flexibly, as we 
can choose from a greater pool of experienced service technicians, engineers, 
and skilled maintenance staff. The new structure also makes internal 
cooperation and communication with our design and procurement departments 
easier. The benefit for our customers: their machines and systems will be back 
on stream much faster after maintenance or repair service.” 

For several years, Georg has increased their use of digital communication 
channels to perform maintenance and other service activities. During the last 
two years, the Transformer Lines division handled approximately 80 % of all 
software- and electronics-related service requests from the Georg headquarters 
in Kreuztal.  

Georg has already commissioned various newly installed machines and even 
performed complex upgrades remotely from Kreuztal. At Hulamin in South 
Africa, for example, the Processing Lines division upgraded an existing cut-to-
length line to a combined cut-to-length and recoiling line – without having any 
Georg personnel present at the customer’s location. Also, the Machine Tools 
division performed the pre-commissioning operations of five roll-grinding 
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machines at the Zhanjiang facilities of Baowu Steel Group Corp., Ltd. in the 
Chinese province of Guangdong from Kreuztal also completely via online 
channels. 

In terms of technology, the core element of Georg’s Life Cycle Management is 
the GEORG connectedservice platform. All service activities from diagnosis and 
support to order management, including invoicing, can be performed online via 
this suite of digital tools. Even work on the equipment may be performed via 
GEORG connectedservice. 

For Mark Georg, Managing Director of Georg, digital tools provide a great 
number of benefits: “When a job has to be done at one of our customers’ 
facilities, this does not necessarily mean that we have to send our staff there. 
Thanks to our GEORG connectedservice, we have been able to avoid numerous 
on-site assignments – and, consequently, many air travels. We are currently 
adding more tools to our digital platform to further enhance our service 
capabilities, for example, by providing our customers access to a digital spare 
parts catalogue and the option to use our proactive maintenance service. Even 
today, it is quite common that we receive autonomously generated notices from 
machines when maintenance is due or a spare part is needed. All the customer 
has to do is to confirm this by an online created service request. 

Axel Strum and his team plan to further broaden and enhance the portfolio of 
the new Service business unit: “We will accompany our customers during the 
entire lifecycle of their plants with a wide range of services so that they will get 
the most out of their investment – through higher machine dependability, 
higher productivity and higher profitability. We will also extend our range of 
web-based training courses and consulting services, and our capacities for 
remotely performed plant modifications and upgrades.”  
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Figures and captions  
High-resolution image files are available for downloading at: press photos Georg 

 

Photos: courtesy Heinrich Georg Maschinenfabrik 

Fig. 1: By means of a digital twin, GEORG 
smartcontrol can simulate and test the 
processes at the customers’ facilities in 
an entirely virtual environment, remotely 
from the Georg headquarters in 
Germany. 
File name: 
Georg_Zwilling-3.jpg  

Fig. 2: For training purposes and tests, 
either a real or a virtual control pulpit 
can be used. 
File name: 
Georg-crm-roll-shop_02_half.jpg 

 
Fig. 3: Contacting Georg via the HMI of a 
production line. 
File name: 
Georg_connectedservices_2.jpg 

 
Fig. 4: Troubleshooting via a Tablet PC  
File name: 
Georg_remote-service.jpg 

 
Fig. 5: Axel Sturm, Head of the new 
Service business unit 
File name: 
Georg_A_Sturm.jpg 
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About Heinrich GEORG Maschinenfabrik 
GEORG is specialized in the design of advanced, cost-efficient solutions for strip 
processing lines and a wide range of machine tools. In its solutions, GEORG 
combines classical mechanical engineering expertise with smart process 
optimization and service know-how. Whether high-performance strip processing 
lines, world-leading production facilities for the transformer industry or 
machining tools for roll shops: machinery and systems from GEORG are in use 
worldwide at well-known producers. There they make a significant contribution 
to the optimization of processes and the companies’ business success. Machines 
and systems from GEORG are noted for their high level of automation and used 
in highly customized and standard applications. The portfolio is complemented 
by a broad range of services, including consultation, engineering, and 
maintenance. 

The family-owned company, which has more than 500 employees, is now in its 
third generation. Via its global network of sales and service offices, GEORG 
supplies its products to key markets, including energy, mobility, and 
manufacturing.  

For more information, please visit georg.com 


